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The AHRC Ambient Literature research project investigates the aesthetic and location 
based potentials of literary content delivered by mobile apps, such as Duncan Speakman’s 
It Must Have Been Dark By Then and Tom Abba’s These Pages Fall Like Ash. Megan 
Humphries Six Stories of Southampton convey the multiple histories of the Solent river 
through a mobile locative app tying historical narrative to place. 
 
The Getty Research Institute’s 2017 exhibition ‘The Art of Alchemy’ situates medieval 
alchemy as a protoscientific practice, emphasising its ongoing impact across scientific and 
philosophical thought. The Alchemist’s Guide to the City is a digital media app for mobile 
phones in which the philosophical notions of the medieval alchemists are used as a filter for 
the contemporary world. 
 
The work asks: How might historical and philosophical contents be delivered to audiences 





The project identified several techniques for reframing historical contents within a mobile 
app context: the use of common app affordances and responsivity while disrupting user 
interface norms by integrating atypical design approaches such as serif fonts and hand 
drawn illustration; the utilisation of location specificity via guided instructions and navigation 
path to maximize the experiential affordances of location; and the selective integration of 




The work was exhibited at the internationally peer-reviewed Electronic Literature 















SUPPORTING EVIDENCE  
 
     
1&2. ELO 2017 The Alchemists’s Guide to the City, inclusion in program 
 
 
3. Promotional postcard with download instructions developed for ELO 2017 
 
 




   
 
   
 
 
5 -9. Project being used in-situ (inside and outside) at the Mosteiro de Sao Bento da Vitoria, 
with image, text and guidance referencing location.  
   
 




IMAGES OF WORK 
 
 
         
12 & 13. Opening app screens, The Alchemist’s Guide to the City demonstrating 




    
 
14, 15, 16. Ficino quote, instruction and contextual overlay for Ch1 demonstrating 






     
     
17, 18, 19, 20. Agrippa quote, instruction, contextual overlay and in-situ photo for 
Ch3 demonstrating historical contents reframed by location specificity. 
     
 
 
21,22,23. Dee quote, instruction and in-situ photo for Ch5 demonstrating close 
integration of historical contents with guided instruction & location specificity. 
     
 
 
24. In-situ photo for Ch9 demonstrating close integration of historical with creative 
contents via guided instruction & location specificity. 
 
 
